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Abstract-The ability of human subjects to detect targets of higher average dot density embedded
in backgrounds of random dots was measured. As the average density of dots in the target is raised
above the average density in the background the value of d’ for detecting the target rises linearly.
The subject’s d’ is the signal/noise ratio of the internal representation; in the most favourable conditions
this is about 3 of the objective signal/noise ratio of the disptays. This means that subjects can use
about (3)‘. or SOY&of the statistical information available in the displays. No improvement of efficiency
is found when the targets are long rectangles, and there is a sharp decrease if the duration of exposure
is prolonged beyond about 0.1 set when viewing dynamic displays. The implications of these results
for human pattern-detecting mechanisms are discussed.

ABSOLLiTEMEASURES OF SENSORY
PERFORMANCE
to be described here, together with
others which will be published later, have a double
origin. First was the demonstration by Rose (1948)
and others that it is possible to make absolute
measures of the efficiency of human sensory performance, provided that the natural difficulties of the sensory task are known. Second was the demonstration
by French (1954), Julesz (1964), Uttal (1969) and
others that patterns composed largely of random dots
provide an opportunity to probe intermediate levels
of processing in the visual system. The dots which
compose the pattern are, it is suggested, reliably
transduced and transmitted by the lower levels, and
the limitations of performance result from the ways
in which the nervous system can combine and compare groups of these dots at the next higher levels.
It seemed a reasonable goal to apply Rose’s technique
to tasks of discrimination involving random dots, and
thus to obtain absolute figures for perceptual efficiency in performing tasks of an intermediate level
of complexity. These results might then show what
processing tasks are accomplished at these intermediate levels, and perhaps give hints about their
neurophysiological mechanisms. A start in this direction has been made by those interested in the eiTectiveness ‘tith which human operators interpret visual
displays (Green, Wolf and White, 1959; Griiiith and
Nagaraja, 1963; Brazeal and Booth, 1966; Chambers
and Courtney-Pratt, 1969), but this work has been
oriented towards the engineering aspects rather than
towards perceptual problems. It is further considered
in the discussion.
The following two sections give brief background
information on both parents of the present study.
The experiments
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At about the same time, Hecht, Shlaer and Pirenne
(1942), Rose (1942) and de Vries (1943) all came to
real& that the limit to visual performance was, in
some cases, set by fluctuations in the numbers of
quanta captured by the photoreceptors. Hecht et nl.
were concerned with the absolute threshold and
argued that the average number of quanta actually
absorbed from a stimulus of threshold intensity,
under 10 as they thought, was hardly greater than
the minimum number which must be absorbed in
order to account for the slope of frequency-of-ping
curves, namely 5-8. Their figure of less than 10 is
now thought to be too low for the number actually
absorbed, and this aspect has been reviewed elsewhere
(Barlow, 1977). For present purposes their use of estimates from the slopes of the frequency-of-seeing
curves is more important, for reasons that will shortly
become apparent. Both Rose (1948, 1973) and de
Vries (1943) were interested in generalizing the result
to conditions other than the absolute threshold, and
they suggested that many aspects of human visual
performance could be predicted by assuming a constant quantum efficiency of about 10%; that is by
assuming that about lo’/, of the quanta incident on
the cornea are absorbed and utilized in making discriminations, even when background illumination is
present at a moderate intensity. This generalization
does not stand up when tested in the conditions of
laboratory psychophysical experiments (Barlow, 1957,
1958, i962a, b), but the measure of quantum efficiency
as used by Rose (f948) and Clark Jones (1959) is
nonetheless a very convenient way of taking into
account the natural impediment to sensitive vision
caused by random fluctuations in the numbers of
quanta absorbed from background light and from the
light reflected by the objects that must be seen.
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There are several different formal definitions of
quantum efficiency. and several techniques for estimating it. but they all involve the fact that the relative
variation, a(N)/p(N). of a signal containing N quanta
on average, is equal to N-I. Thus as N becomes
small. relative variation necessarily becomes large.
From the slope of a frequency-of-seeing curve. or by
using measures of d’ (Swets, 1964: Green and Swets,
1966) one can estimate a lower limit to N. and the
ratio of this figure to the maximum number of quanta
that could have been utilized in performing the task
is the quantum efficiency. Thinking in terms of signal
detection theory it is simpler to start from the
observed value of the signal/noise ratio of a subject
performing a certain well-defined task; this is d,- --the
experimental value of d’. Knowing how many quanta
on average were contained in the stimuli entering the
eye, one can calculate d jthe
highest attainable signal/noise ratio for performing that task. The quantum
efficiency is then (dk/d;)‘. The square is needed to
reconcile this definition with the previous one.
Notice that this definition can easily be generalized
to cases where d; is not limited by quantum fluctuations but by some other random element in the task
being performed, such as the variability presented by
random dot patterns. The generalized statistical efficiency will be designated F and can be formally
defined
iaE/

Sample size required by ideal device
= Sample required by subject doing same task
(I)
where sample size replaces quanta in the earlier
definition.
A word must be said about the limitations and
advantages of measures of statistical efficiency. First,
it can only be applied when the task is sufficiently
precisely defined for it to be possible to calculate a
theoretical limit to its performance, and second, this
limit should be one involving signal/noise ratios. For
instance, the true upper limit of resolution of an optical system is set by diffraction at the entry pupil, and
it might be somewhat inappropriate to use quanta1
or statistical efficiency in this context. Note, on the
other hand, that it would do no harm and might be
helpful, even in such circumstances. The results,
expressed as efficiency, would show that F dropped
to very low values when the resolution demanded by
the task approached a certain critical value and when
the luminance level was high. One would naturally
look for another factor entering under these conditions, and so one might be led to consider diffraction
even if one had not already done so. For random
dots, failure to resolve may indeed be a factor reducing efficiency.
Another difficulty is that the subject must make
mistakes-both
detection failures and false positives
-before his performance can be properly measured
as d’. Also, measures of d’ have large sampling errors
unless based on huge numbers of observations. This
is inevitable for any measure that depends upon estimating variability, since this has higher sampling
errors than estimates of the mean.

The great advantage of statistical efficiency is that
it is an absolute measure in which performance is
compared with a theoretical limit, rather than with
an arbitrary physical standard or a biological norm.
If one looks for the tasks performed with high efficiency one sees at once what the system has, by
natural selection, been designed to perform. Because
it is an absolute scale, one can make valid comparisons between performance at totally different tasks.
and by totally different systems; one can, for instance,
compare the efficiency at absolute threshold of a cat’s
retinal ganglion cell with that of the intact human
(Barlow. Levick and Yoon. 1971). It is clearly of interest to use such a measure on tasks requiring more
than mere transduction and transmission--tasks
that
necessitate analysis of structure.
Random dots as probes of intermediate levels in percep-

tiorr
Randomization is an old trick for preventing one
variable being used in a discrimination, thus forcing
the use of another variable that one wishes to study.
Jevons (1871). for example, studying the ability to
judge numbers, shook beans in a hat to destroy pattern and position information before giving subjects
a quick glance to estimate number. In a pioneering
study using computer-generated
patterns, French
( 1954) formed a regularly arranged target of 2-9 dots
on an oscilloscope and studied the effect of up to
8 randomly positioned dots on the detectability of
the target. This use of random dot noise as a mask
has been thoroughly exploited by Uttal and colleagues (Uttal, 1969; Uttall, Bunnell and Corwin,
1970). Among the more interesting results are those
on form perception (Uttal, 1971) which lead to his
autocorrelation theory (Uttal, 1975). However, some
of the later results (Uttal and Tucker, 1977) do not
altogether fit this model.
In the cases so far considered the random dots
added to the scene were used to obscure it and thus
produce conditions
of impoverished
perception.
According to Kijhler (1929) it is under such conditions that Gestalt principles may be expected to
emerge. Presumably what the added dots do is to
add noise, thereby decreasing signal/noise ratios to
the level at which targets are no longer detectable.
The classical techniques of impoverishment are by restricting exposure time to a brief flash, or by dimming
the light level; in these cases signal/noise ratios are
lowered simply by lowering signal strength. In both
cases the method should reveal the type of target for
which the signal/noise ratio is highest initially, and
these are presumably the “good” figures in the Gestalt
sense-those
favoured by the detector mechanisms.
Notice that masking with random dots fulfills one
requirement for the application of statistical efficiency
measure in that signal/noise ratios are thought to be
the limiting factor. Also, when noise is added, one
may be in a good position to calculate the ideal performance with which the subject’s performance is to
be compared.
In the studies so far discussed random dots have
been used as a mask for target figures. Julesz (1964,
1971) used visual noise in a rather different way as
a vehicle for perturbations which subjects can see
vividly. Thus varying the disparity of a portion of
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what we see and how well we see it, what are they
sion of depth, and similar temporal shifts give vivid there for?
The extreme opposite view might be that the signal/
impressions of motion. Those particular perturbations
which produce vivid sensory effects are thought to noise ratio in a single cell is unimportant because
perception results from some kind of mass action of
indicate the existence of particular mechanisms.
myriads of neurones, and it would ihen be the types
More subtle changes of the stochastic relations
of mass action that should be the object of study.
among the dots give rise to variations of texture
(Julesz, 1962), and these have been further studied by Now the Fact that nerve cells communicate with each
other mainly by means of impulses imposes serious
Pollack (1971) and Julesz, Gilbert, Shepp and Frisch
(1973). The latter authors have formulated very chal- limitations on the calculations that can be achieved
by such mass actions. Impulses introduce a quantizalenging notions about the nature of texture discrimination, and these are highly relevant to studies in tion error (Barlow, 1965) into every communication,
this series which will be reported later. Many of the and limit the dynamic range and accuracy of the
phenomena Julesz reports may be quanti~able in messages that can be transmitted. If communi~tion
is noiseless, signals can be added -together and separterms of perceptual efficiency, and such measures
would do much to meet the criticisms of those who ated again by solving sets of simultaneous equations,
fail to see what he says they should see, or fail to but if a quantization error is introduced at every stage
and so limits the accuracy of the messages to one
agree about the interpretation if they do see it.
or two decimal digits, then it is crucial to avoid comIt has been suggested by Uttal (1975) that studies
bining what must later be separated. When one sees
using random dots spaced so that they are indivithe complex interconnected net into which retina1
dually visible, probe mechanisms at a level interganglion cells throw their crisp and separate messages
mediate between those concerned with the energetic
it is amazing that clear perceptions ever occur! The
aspects of light transduction and those concerned
with the symbolic representation of what has been problem of sensory neurophysiology is to find how
detected. For Julesz’s stereograms there can be no this neural image selectively preserves certain messages
with high si~al/noise
ratios. The corresponding
doubt that the critical interaction occurs at or beyond
the primary visual cortex, and Uttal’s conjecture is psychological problem is to explain how familiar
further supported by the following considerations. (1) objects are recognized in the world around us in spite
of enormous variations both in the messages from
The dots are separately visible, implying that summation is not necessary For them to reach higher levels. the objects to be recognized, and from the back(2) The lack of simple inhibitory interactions between ground against which they are to be distinguished.
dots suggested by von Bekesy (1968). (3) The presence We should be nearer understanding both the physiology and the psychology if we knew what features
of more complex interactions which, it is reasonable
of random dot patterns are preserved with high sigto suppose, occur at the next level of sensory informanal/noise ratio through sensory pathways.
tion processing. Additional support for this viewpoint
is provided by the work of Barlow and van Meeteren
Aims of this paper
(in preparation). In this study the density of random
dots was varied to form a spatial sinusoidal pattern,
The present paper has the strictly limited aim of
and it was shown that the decreased detectability of describing the method and using it to explore the
low spatial Frequencies does not occur when the ran- statistical effciency of detecting changes in the simdom dot density is low, though it does when the den- plest statistic of a random dot pattern; namely the
sity is raised to mimic a smoothly modulated sinu- density per unit area of the random dots. The first
soid. Since the attenuation of low spatial frequencies part considers static figures which are characteristiis usually attributed to lateral inhibition in retina cally viewed for about a second or less. The results
and lateral geniculate, this supports the notion that suggest that efficiencies above 50% are hard or imsparsely spaced dots are not much affected by inter- possible to attain, even when discriminating on dot
actions at levels below the primary cortex.
density, the simplest statistic of the patterns. Another
set of experiments using dynamic noise is also
reported, and the most interesting result is a very
Conceptual framework for interpreting results
sudden decrease of efficiency for exposure durations
It will be apparent from what has already been exceeding about 0.1 sec. In neither set OFexperiments
said that the author believes that studies of statistical
was any evidence found for superior performance on
efficiency can throw light on the type of target for the oriented stimuli that should be favoured by neurwhich si~al/noise ratios are preserved, and hence on ones of the primary cortex.
the types of nervous mechanism to be expected in
sensory pathways. One knows enough about properMETHODS
ties of retinal ganglion cells to say that the size, temporal properties and adaptational capacities of the Apparatus
retinal elements must be the main factors explaining
Static noise system. Static displays were provided by a
variations of quantum efficiency with stimulus size
and duration and with background luminance, One GT44 computer and display (Digital Equipment Corporation). This constructs a picture file from a program, or
naturally expects the properties of nerve cells and
reads it from a disk where a set of such files has previously
connections to be the determining factor also at been stored, displays it, and awaits a response from the
higher levels. If the orientationally selective properties
subject before displaying feedback information (if any) and
of the neurones Found by Hubel and Wiesel (1962, the next file. The rate of presentation of pictures is about
1968) in the primary visual cortex do not influence
12 per min. The resolution of the display is 1024 x 1024

a noise figure viewed binocularly gives a vivid impres-
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points. and in our application
only one intensity of dot
is used. The persistence
of the normal screen is long (CU.
0.1 set), but this does not interfere with a picture presented
several seconds later. Our normal viewing distance
was
1.55 m and display time was I sec.
By suitable
programming
it was arranged
that the
numbers of dots at any position.
or over any selection
of positions. approximated
a Poisson distribution.
The coordinates
for dots in the desired ranges were chosen by
the pseudo-random
number routine in DEC’s BASIC or by
a hardware
random
number
generator.
In this way a
chosen number of dots were displayed in the chosen area,
but this chosen number was not always exactly equal to
the desired mean number of dots, for if this had been done
the numbers of dots in any sub-area would have been binomiaffy distributed.
Instead
the number
was ir + R(3ii)’
where n is the desired mean number and R is a pseudo-random number lying in the range 1: I. In later experiments
this rectangular
distribution
with variance
equal to its
mean was replaced by a Gaussian
distribution
with the
same property.
In both cases the distributions
have the
same variance as a true Poisson distribution.
and it is not
thought
that the departures
from Poissonian
shape can
have any importance.
The static display could be used for targets consisting
of localized regions of higher or lower dot density, and
also for targets, such as sine-wave gratings. where dot density was varied continuously
with position on the screen.
but graded dot densities were not utilized in the present
experiments.
The experiments
were conducted
under control of the
computer, which selected the target, compiled the responses
and printed out the results and any computations
based
on them. It was also quite simple to run “Monte Carlo”
trials of the various programs
in which the computer
applied a fixed criterion
to the number of dots it had
generated, and thus simulated an ideal observer. This provided a useful check on the calculated
ideal performance.
D~~rn;c noise garem. Dynamic noise was provided by
a different
system (Fig. I). A television
screen had a
341 x 258 array of dot positions defined by a conventional
raster repeating
at 6O/sec. and a 5.88 MHz clock which
was synchronized
to the start of each fine. The probability
of a dot appearing
at any given position had a value that
was as nearly as possible independent
of the occurrence

of dots in neighbourmg
positions
This was achieved bb
a very high frequency noise source whosc value at the time
of a dock ptilse was compared
with a discriminator
fevef;
if’ it was greater. II dot was deliverl>d. Independence
of
neighbouring
dot probabilities
~a$ not confirmed
quantl..
tativefy. but the following test gives Ireasonable confidence
that a high degree of indepcndcnce
has achieved. An o+
cilloscope was triggered bq the occurrcncc
of a dot. and
the time-base adjusted
so that the following
half dozen
dot pulses. if they occurred.
producrd
vertical deflections
at regular positions across the screen Many such deflections occurred at each position wlthrn the cje’s mtegration
time. and if there had been strong scrlai depcndtncies.
either positive or negative. the next dot following the triggering dot would hat-c been more or Lr5s likely to occur,
and thus the trace of the vertical detlectton
would have
been brighter or dimmer compared
with the trace in the
third and succcssivc possible dot positions.
In fact the)
appeared evenly matched over a wide c-ange of discriminator scttmgs.
Tur~<t.s. A variety of targets was provided
hy a flying
spot scanner. A raster was dispfaycd on a Tektronic
hOZ
oscilloscope
with PI I phosphor,
and a cardboard
cut-out
figure was placed immediately
in front of the screen and
viewed by a suitably light-batBed
photon-multiplier
from
a distance of about 2 feet. The output of the phnton-multipfier was chopped and threshofded
to provide a signal
indicating exactly when the raster was in the target area.
This signal changed the d~scriminat~~r level. thus changing
the probability
of the noise source generating
a dot for
the parts of the raster within the target arca. The voltage
to be added was provided
either from a switchabfc
set
of potentiometers.
or by a D:A converter under computer
control.
Triggering arldfrtrrnr counting. Normally the t.v. monitor
displayed dots at the average density of the background
over its whole extent. On pressing a microswitch.
or under
control of an oscillator,
the target area was displayed
at
its own ditrerent average dot density. independently
controlled as described
above. The dot density outside the
target area remained unaltered.
The display started with
the first frame after the switcfj was operated
and its
duration
was controlled
by a rramr counter.
Thus the
targets could be displayed lor tlmcs varying from 1 ‘60 set
to over a minute (7” frames).

DOT
PULSES

PM-SHAPE
&-

START
PULSE
SUBJECT
SCHEMATIC

OF

EQUIPMENT

Fig. I. System for generating a dynamic random dot display with a target of different dot density.
The flying spot scanner (FSS) at left, masked by the screen S, generated a control signal from the
photomultiplier (PM). TfCs was gated by a trigger and frame counter. then operated a high-speed
switch that changed the reference value on a comparator. The other input to the comparator
came
from a high frequency
noise generator, and its output was gated by an oscillator that controlled

the minimum separation of dots on the screen. Counter gates made it possible to count the maximum
possible number of dots within the target area, and the numbers that occurred within this area at
the background dot density and the selected target value.
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Counting arrangements. The clock or dot pulses were
suitably gated and led to an Anadex counter which printed
the result on a teletype and fed it to the computer. The
gating arrangements always counted over the target area
defined by the flying spot scanner and for the number of
frames set by the frame counter. By suitable switching it
was possible to obtain (a) the maximum possible number
of dots in this area and time, (b) the number of dots at
the background dot density, and (c) the number of dots
at the target dot density. Samples of these numbers were
fed to the computer.
Control measurements and problems. In order to define
the subject’s statistical efficiency it is important to know
that the random dot patterns have the statistics expected
of them. at least to a first approximation. The main test
employed was to determine the variance of dot number,
which should, in the binomial distributions theoretically
expected, have a value of H x P x Q, where H is the maximum possible number of dots in the target area and time
(i.e. dot positions x number of frames), P is the probability
of a dot in any given position and frame, and Q is (1 - P).
The following difficulties were encountered in achieving
this. (i) It was difficult to get the gates operated by the
flying spot scanner to operate fast and stably enough, and
there was a slight variance excess attributable to this factor. (ii) Owing to unexpected line termination effects the
brightness, as well as the mean density, of the dots within
the target area could differ from that in the background,
with peculiar psychophysical consequences. (iii) The customary drifting of the t.v. raster relative to a.c. line phase
produced slowly varying changes in the number of dots
in the picture area, leading to extraordinary deviations
from predicted variance in some conditions. This was prevented by synchronizing to the ac. line frequency.
With this system, compilation of the statistics of dot
numbers, and recording of the subjects’ responses, with
any desired calculations, were carried out on a Nova 1200
(Data General) operating in BASIC.
Psychophysical

merhods

As the dot probability is changed from that
in the background, the target rather abruptly becomes
obviously visible. The threshold of visibility was obtained
by various methods, of which the quickest and simplest
was for the subject simply to adjust a program parameter,
or a potentiometer that determined the discriminator setting over the targer area, until the target was detectable
on the majority of trials. AlternativeIy, various programs
delivered random double staircases adjusted according to
the subject’s responses. The difficulty with all threshold
measurements is that the false response rate tends to be
low, and is therefore difficult to estimate accurately without delivering an inordinate number of blanks; yet without
such an estimate absolute efficiencies cannot be calculated
with assurance.
It was found useful to calculate the signal/noise ratio
for an ideal device presented with signals of threshold
strength. The significance of this extrinsic signal/noise ratio
at threshold is that if the efficiency and false positive rates
are constant, this too should be nearly constant. Low
values are therefore a guide to conditions where efficiency
is high, and vice versa. The more precisely defined tasks
for which ideal ~rformance could be calculated were as
follows.
Frequency-of-seeing
curws.
A set of different
dot
densities in the target are presented in a pseudo-random
sequence. We usually gave runs of 100 presentations of
5 intensities (20 on each) doing 5 such runs, and the subject
usually signalled “not seen”, “doubtful”, and “seen”. Probit
regression lines were fitted to the result, and their slopes
used to estimate efficiency. As in the method of Hecht
et ai. (1942) for estimating human quantum sensitivjty this
variability reflects the apparent sample size employed by

the subject, and hence can be used to calculate the numerator of expression (I). The exact method of calculating ideal
performance and the expressions for efficiency are given
later.
Discriminntion

of

intensifies.

The

psychophysical

measurements are made simpler, more precise, and more
versatile by reducing the full probit method to the determination of two points. The subject is told that there are
only two types of target being presented, and his task is
to distinguish them. Before an unknown target is presented
he sees examples of each type, and he is also informed,
after he has responded, which target was presented. A convenient way to do this is to repeat immediately any unsuccessfully identified target; in the circumstances of a psychophysical test this acts as a mild deterrent of needless errors.
Most subjects experience periods of uncertainty during the
long series of trials that are required for determining a
psychometric function, and it is easier to maintain a constant criterion with the feedback that is available in the
two-point method. It is also more precise in the sense that
performance is measured over a smaller range of dot probabilities, more versatile in that one is not restricted to
thresholds or other fixed criteria, and can be more accurate
if the two intensities are spaced to give about 80% correct
responses. Trials of 100 randomly selected presentations
were usually given in one run, and the number correct
for each, together with the estimate of d’ and its calculated
sampling error, were printed out. Many repetitions are
required since the sampling error for a single run of 100
is very large.
Orher
methods.
We have occasionally used other
methods, such as two-alternative forced-choice in which
the subject had to indicate whether the target was in one
of two intervals. The procedure seemed more tiring and
time-consuming, and in our very limited trial it appeared
to have no advantages over our usual methods.

THEORY OF IDEAL DETECTION

~hresbo~ds.

For the experiments to be reported here the picture
can be divided into only two non-overlapping areas
in each of which the average dot density is uniform;
there are no regions of intermediate average dot density, so the pictures can be thought of as full-tone
or black and white, rather than half-tone. The problem of optimally detecting targets with graded average dot densities need not therefore be considered
since ideal performance is achieved if the number of
dots within the target area is known on every trial,
and if the distribution of these numbers with the
target absent is known.
It can easily be seen that the counting area should
be matched to the target area, for if it is too large,
the noise, or variability of the count, is needlessly
increased by including some variability due to the
background, while there is no compensatory increase
in the number of extra dots that occur when the signal is present; if, on the other hand, it is smaher than
the target the full sample is not collected and the
signal/noise ratio again suffers. By the same argument, if a target appears for a limited time in a dynamic display, ideal performance can be achieved if all
the dots in the target area are counted for exactly
the period when the target is present.
When determining dk the subject’s task is to assign
an unknown target to condition one or condition two.
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Cr: number of dots in target area and time on a
particular trial under first condition.
CZ: the same. under second condition.
Cr, ?;,: the means of Cr. c,.
f’($r), VfC,): the variances of C,, c,.
AC = r?, - PI: average increase of C under second
condition.
c maX
: maximum possible number of dots in target
area and time,
&: ex~rimentally
determine
d’ for distin~ishing
between two conditions.
J; = Ar?/‘/vI(Cr): signal/noise ratio of the stimulus, or
d’ for an ideal detector distinguishing condition
2 from condition 1.
For the static display, C is usually much less than
Cmax,SO the distribution of C is approximately Poisson. The approximation was further improved by not
displaying exactly the same total number of dots on
each trial (see Methods, p. 639). Therefore
V(C) = c

and

d; = Ac/i/jc,.

(2)

This is also the value given in Figs. 9 and 10 for
the external signal~noi~ ratio corresponding to a
value of AC judged as threshold.
Suppose only a fraction F’ of the dots are utilized.
Then (2) becomes
d’ = F’At?/J(F’C,)

= F’+d;.

By the definition of statistical efficiency F, the ideal
performance of a device utilizing a fraction F of the
dots is equal to that of the subject. Therefore F’ = F
when d’ above = dE Then:
u’r = Fid;

or

F = (#E/d;)2 = dE2 zi,/(Ar)2.

- c,jC,,,)

e-T‘Pj

IC) = i
j=C'

P(.#J

= i
jzt'

T-.

The slope of the probit regression line with (c)* as
abscissa is:

,-cc’r.-,i
x (2?.?‘) x I___(C - I)!
Using Stirling’s approximation for the factorial. the
slope at the mid-point where Y = 5 and e = C’ - 1
is found to be 2. On these transformed coordinates
cumulative Poisson curves are quite good straight
lines for C’ greater than 10 or 12, so the slope is
2 throughout (Barlow, 1962a).
The experimentally observed curve must be less
steep than this, and the degree of fattening gives a
direct measure of effciency. If the observed value of
dY/d(@ is B, an ideal device using a fraction F of
the available sample will have slope B when
F = R2/4.

(5)

A transformation of the abscissa that makes all
cumulative binomial distributions have the same
slope at their mid-points is
Z=(C

max

)+sin-’

(6)

In this case the efficiency F is

(4)

and as before F = (db/d;)‘.
Where a frequency-of-seeing curve is determined
rather than a Yes-No discrimination, it is usually best
to transform the abscissa values before fitting a probit
regression line, since this makes the Poisson or binomial distributions more like the Gaussians for which
the probit transfo~ation
of the ordinate is strictly
appropriate. For the pseud&Poisson distributions of
the static display ,/c is suitable for the abscissa, and
has the merit that the ideal curves for different criterion counts then form, after probit transformation,
a set of nearly parallel, nearly straight, lines. Thus
F is given immediately by the slope of the probit
regression line of probability seen vs JAC.The
rationale is as follows.
If the answer Yes is given only when a criterion
count C’ is equalled or exceeded, then the steepest
possible curve relating P (Yes) to c (the average
number of counts) is
Iyc’ormore

Differentiating with respect to C gives:

(3)

For the dynamic display C, was often a substantial
fraction of C,,, and the approximation to Poisson
becomes invalid. The variance of a binomial distribution is NP(1 - P), where H is the maximum number
of events and P is the probability of an event occurring. In our notation this is:

d; = Ac/,/[c,(l

BARLOW

F = (d Y/dZ)‘.

(7)

Some of the errors involved in using probit analysis
on Poisson distributions have been considered previously (Barlow, 1962a). There are also errors involved in the use of probit and arc sin transformations to approximate cumulative binomials. These can
be determined by looking up the values of cumulative
binomials in tables (e.g. Aiken et al., 1955) and comparing their values with those predicted from straight
lines of unit slope on the arc sin and probit transformed coordinates. It is found that the error increases as the criterion number and maximum
number of dots are reduced, and also as the value
of the cumulative probabi~ties becomes extreme. AS
an example, if the criterion number of dots is IO, the
maximum number 20, and errors of the two types
occur with frequencies 4.8 and 5.3%, the method
would overestimate efficiency by about 5.0%. This is
small compared with the usual sampling error, and
becomes negligible when the criterion number of dots
is large. For the present experiments sampling errors
are very much more worrisome than consistent errors.
Sampling errors

The values of the abscissae (@ and Z are only
subject to small errors since they are based on counts
of large numbers of dots. The errors in the probits,
Y, on the other hand, tend to be quite large because
one always tries to reduce the number of test trials
to a minimum.
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Finney (1947) shows how to estimate sampling
errors of the probit regression coefficients. These,
together with comparable figures for sampling error
of d’, were usually calculated from the experimental
data and printed out with the results. Expected and
observed variability usually agreed well.
RESULTS
Static displays
The general result obtained with static displays is
that a subject detects a wide range of targets with
an efficiency of about 50%. Consider first the targets
shown in Fig. 2. The right-hand side of each display
contains 100 randomly placed dots. The left-hand side
contains 100 f 10 as a background number with the
additional number AN added on the “signal present”
trials. In a typical trial the subject delivers to himself
5 or 10 exposures selected as positive trials or blanks,
as he wishes, and then proceeds through the 100 unknowns; he types 0 or 1 on the keyboard to indicate
his judgement whether it is a blank or not, and a
quite typical result for N = 20 is: correct detections

36/48; false positives 13/52. These give a d; of 1.34
with an estimated sampling error of f0.27. The value
of d’ obtained by an ideal discriminator that simply
counted the dots in the left half and responded “1”
when a fixed criterion was exceeded would be
AN/a(N), which in this case is 2.0. Thus the estimated
efficiency is [d’(E)/d’(Z)]2, or 45%. Note however that
the estimated sampling error of d’(E) is kO.27, suggesting an approximate value of +2Oc/, for the sampling error of efficiency (i.e. F = 45 f 20%).
Figure 3 shows how d’(E) varies with AN, using
4 runs (400 trials) at each point for two subjects. It
is clear that there is no significant departure from
a linear dependence of d’(E) on AN, and this corresponds to a constant efficiency. The actual estimates
of efficiency are subject to a very large error at low
values of AN, but the slopes of the lines lead to figures
of 56% and 40% respectively for BR and HBB. The
continuous line shows the value of d;, the performance of an ideal device.
The results for the two subjects were obtained
under slightly different conditions, in that BR
observed the display for as long as he wished, whereas

N
+
N

UN
+

643

AN

N+UR

AN
d’=AN/o;,

50

100

5

IO

Fig. 2. Static random dot displays for measuring efficiency of detecting differences of dot density.
In each case the right half contains 100 randomly placed dots. The left half contained IOD + 10,
with a variable number AN added. The subject was presented with a display selected at random
from populations corresponding to different values of AN, and his task was to assign it to the population
with the higher or lower value. Before such trials the subject could view samples from either population.
as desired. and during the run of unknowns he received a signal if his response was wrong The
value of d’ for an ideal discriminator fd;) that applies a constant criterion to the exact number of
dots in the left half is readily calculated, and the value of d’ obtained by the subject (d;l) is derived
from the numbers of correct detections and false positives. Efficiency is the square of the ratio of

these values of d’: F = (dE/dr)2.
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Fig. 3. Variation of di for distinguishing between AN = 0
and the value of AN shown as abscissa. Targets as shown
in Fig. 2. For subject HBB the target was exposed for
112 msec; for subject BR it was exposed until he responded, but this was rarely longer than about 1 sec.Each
point is based on 400 trials. The continuous line shows
the value of d; for each value of AN. The lower half shows
the values of F for each point. At low values of AN the
sampling errors are very large. Where d’s values are above
about I, efficiencies are near to 50%.

for HB the display only lasted 112 msec. For these
static displays, the duration ofexposure is not a very
important variable. At very short exposures the et%
ciency is reduced, and this can probably be attributed
simply to difficulties of seeing when the total amount
of light is low. There is only a marginal improvement
when the subject is allowed as long as he likes, but
this slight improvement may account for the small
difference between the two subjects in Fig. 3.
In Fig. 4 the targets were as in Fig. 2, but the
number of background dots was varied. AN was also
varied so that d’(l) was constant at a value near 2.0
for one subject, while the other subject used several
values of AN to get values of d’(E) close to 1.0. As
the number of dots varied, the subjective nature of
the task changed. If the number in the left half was
under 7, it could be counted even in the brief exposure used in this experiment (Jevons, 1871). Under
these conditions a subject adopting a constant criterion would have an efficiency of 100x, and the
observed efficiency does rise to about this figure for
small numbers of background dots; the value over
100% is of course attributable to sampling error. As
the number increases one makes a “numerosity judgemerit”, and it is the inaccuracy of this which causes
the efficiency to drop. At still higher numbers we
thought that it was the texture, dot density, or average dot separation that one used to judge whether
the left half had the required excess. and above this
again we thought subjectively that the mean bright-

dots

Fig. 4. Variations of efficiency as the number of dots (N
in Fig. 2) is varied. There is a range from 18 to 200 where
performance is about 50%. For the smallest value (N = 8)
the number present can be counted, even in the 112msec
exposure used by HBB; BR used unlimited exposure time.
100% efficiency must be achieved if the number is known
and a constant criterion is applied. 500-200 trials per point
were used, and the values of AN were chosen to give dh
values in the range 0.5 to 2.5.

ness of the two halves gave the best cue. There is
a general tendency for efficiency to decline with increasing dot number but this may be the result of
another factor changing, for as N increases the relative amount of noise UN/N decreases. In this sense
the task becomes more difficult, and it is possible that
the changes of efficiency could be matched by a model
in which numerosity judgements followed Weber’s
Law.

Figure 5 shows the result of varying the size of
the display while keeping the number of dots constant
at 200. As the dot density changes, about the same
changes in the subjective nature of the task occur
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Fig. 5. Variation of di and efficiency as the size of the
target (see Fig. 2) was varied. d; was constant at 2.0. Ef%
ciencies of about SOY, are reached in the range from 1”
to 4” subtense. Exposure duration unlimited.
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as when the number of dots is changed, and for the
smallest displays the judgement could only be made
on brightness-texture
being invisible. For the largest
displays the dots could very easily be seen separately,
but could not be counted because they were too
numerous. From 1” to 4” efficiency remains at about
50%. but outside this range it declines.
It may be asked whether the changing appearance
of the right half of displays like Fig. 2 has anything
to do with the 50% limit. This half always had the
same number of dots in it, but they were differently
arranged from trial to trial, and this could have contributed viability.
To check this we did some runs
with the right half identical on each trial, but there
was no improvement in performance. Several other
variables have been investigated on displays like Fig.
2. No significant difference was found between monocular and binocular observation. Removing the line
separating the two halves caused no great change.
The ex~riments were usually run with feedback to
the subject by signalhng when he misclassified the
target, but because of the variable background this
feedback was sometimes misleading, in the sense that
the target might contain a considerable excess of dots

Target area

even when it had been selected from a population
of blanks, or no excess when it had come from the
“signal present” population. It was simple to arrange
for the feedback signal to refer to a fixed criterion
level mid-way between the means of the two populations, but this seemed to have no beneficial effect on
performance.
Eccentricity does have a severe degrading effect. At
4” eccentricity in any direction the efficiency of detecting targets such as those used for Figs. 2 and 3 is
reduced

to only 15%.

Target shape

One of the main reasons for undertaking these experiments was the hope that the form of the targets
that could be efficiently detected might conform to
known neurophysiological feature filters. Therefore
special interest attaches to the ability to detect linear
targets (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962, 1948) in these noisy
backgrounds. Figure 6 shows 3 targets forming a
series from square to long line. The (bottom) line is
1” x l/16”, and the rectangle (middle) and square
(top) have the same area. As shown in Fig. 7, efficiency was certainly not higher for the long thin target.

from background

N+ a,, : 12.5 + 3.5

from signal AN
7

18

35

2.0

5.1

9.9

Fig. 6. Targets used to test for form dependence of efficiency. The square subtended. l/4” x l/4”, the
rectangle l/2” x l/8”, the line 1” x l/16”. The appearance of the targets for three values of d; are
also shown. Exposure time was unlimited, but rarely longer than 1 sec.
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Fig. 7. Results for dk and F of the experiment shown in
Fig. 6. The line is not detected more efficiently than the
square or rectangle.
The choice of dimensions in this experiment might
be questioned, for 1’ is probably too long for a simple
unit in the primary projection of the fovea1 region
in man. Smaller dimensions have been explored without encountering any arrangement that could be
detected with particularly high efficiency,
The above-mentioned hope, therefore, was not fulfilled.
Dynamic
These

displays

experiments were performed earlier than
those just described, and a preliminary account of
them has been given (Barlow, 1976). The results
obtained are in good general agreement with those
from the static display as far as efficiency at detecting
spatial patterns is concerned. The time dimension,
however, is quite different, because every &sec a new
frame is written on the monitor, so that the display
of dots continuously changes. To watch the screen
has a certain fascination, and quite interesting and
complex perceptions develop as one stares at it for
several minutes, but these aspects will not be discussed here. As one changes the density of dots in
the target area, this rather suddenly becomes visible
as an area different from the surround. In contrast
to the static case, where differencz of number, numerosity, or texture are often conspicuous, for the dynamic noise the target area is almost always seen as
brighter or dimmer than the background. The way
the target rises above threshold is not subjectively
different from the usual case of an increment threshold, except for one’s awareness that target and background are composed of dots.
There is a very prominent adaptational effect,
which seems more pronounced than with ordinary
smooth lights; if the target has a greater dot density
it fades perceptually over the course of a second or

so, and there is a prominent reduction below background brightness when it is turned off. MacKay
(1964) has described adaptational effects that may be
related, but he used static noise patterns that were
fixated very steadily. Presumably the prominent new
feature of measurements of efficiency made with the
dynamic display is associated with this adaptation:
there is a sharp reduction of performance as the
duration of exposure of the target is prolonged
beyond about &sec (see Fig. 10).
Many of the early experiments were aimed at
exploring the parameters which might yield the highest efficiencies. For this purpose simple determinations were made of the threshold number of extra
dots required to make disc-shaped targets visible.
These are of some interest in themselves and they
enable provisional estimates of efficiency to be given
for quite a wide range of disc diameters and durations
of exposure.
Figure 8 shows an experiment in which both simple
threshold measurements
and full-scale efficiency
determinations were made. In this experiment thresholds were first measured by a random double-staircase method using two different targets. One was 4.1”
diameter and 0.533 set duration. the other 0.8’ diameter and 0.133 set duration. For both, background
dot density was 6975”-‘see-‘,
and four determinations gave average threshold increments, AN, of 4215
for the first target and 97 for the second. The average
numbers of dots from the background in the areas
and durations of the two targets were 48226 + 211
and 482 + 21. The mean background counts are
marked as continuous vertical lines and the threshold
counts as dashed lines in Fig. 8. These also show
(top half) the frequencies of seeing targets with the
average total numbers of dots shown as abscissa. The
lower half shows the same results plotted with both
coordinates transformed. The abscissa is
Z = Cf., sin - If?\Lmax

1)
/

(see expression 6, theory) and the ordinate is the probit Y of the proportion P that were seen. Cumulative
binomial probability distributions are approximately
straight lines on these coordinates. The lines were fitted to the points by probit analyses and the squares
of their slopes give estimates of statistical efficiency,
namely 1.7 k 0.4% and 20.4 f 4.5%. These straight
lines have been transformed back to the sigmoid
curves fitting the points in the upper figure.
As an alternative to obtaining the efficiency from
the frequency-of-seeing curve one can obtain a provisional estimate from the value of the threshold AN
and the standard deviation of the number of dots
from the background in the target area and duration,
o(N). The ratio of these is the external signal/noise
ratio in targets presented at threshold strength, and
this is the same as the d’ value that would be achieved
by an ideal device discriminating between threshold
targets and blanks. For the two targets under discussion, these values are 20 and 4.6, respectively. Now
d’ for discriminating
between targets at threshold
strength and blanks was not determined directly
but it can be estimated by interpolation from the frequency-of-seeing curves of Fig. 9, and the figures are
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Fig 8. Determinations of the threshold by random double-staircase and the efficiency by frequency-ofseeing curves for two targets in dynamic noise. The top pair show probability of seeing as ordinate
with the average number of dots within the target area and time as abscissa. Continuous vertical
lines show the average number of dots from the background, the dotted lines the average number
at threshold, as determined by a random double-staircase method. Below, the same results are shown
with ordinates transformed to probits, and abscissae transformed to
Z = CL,, sin-‘[ZC/C,,,)

- 11.

Cumulative binomial curves become approximately straight, and the efficiency is the square of the
slope: the values obtained here are 1.7% + 0.4x, and 20% + 4.5% The sigmoid curves in the top
figure are derived by retransforming these straight lines. The probabilities of seeing at the random
double staircase threshold, and of false positives, have been read from these fitted lines, and these
probabilities give d’ values of 2.6 and 2.1 for discriminating between stimuli of threshold intensity

and blanks.
2.6 and 2.1 respectively. Figures in the range of 2
to 3 have been obtained in a wide variety of conditions from subjects accustomed to determining
thresholds, and it is reasonable to make a provisional
estimate of efficiency by assuming a value of 2.5 for
the d’(E) for discriminating threshold targets from
blanks. Efficiencies by this method for these two
targets are (2.5/20)* = 0.0156 and (2J4.6)’ = 0.295,
respectively, compared with 0.017 and 0.204 by the
previous method.
Figure 9 shows how threshold signal/noise ratio
varies
with the diameter of circular targets of 0.133 set
duration. No clear minimum is shown, but, no doubt,
if the display had possessed higher resolution the performance would have declined for still smaller targets
as the eye’s resolution became limiting. At large diameters the performance obviously declines. The righthand ordinate shows provisional estimates of effid’(E) = 2.5 for discriminating
ciency, assuming
threshold targets from blanks.
Figure 10 shows similar results in which duration
of exposure was varied. In this case there is a rather
sharp minimum for durations just below &sec, with
a rapid increase for both longer and shorter
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Fig. 9. Variation of threshold extrinsic signal/noise ratio
and of efficiency for circular targets of 0.133 set duration
and variable area. Dot density of the background was
7050”-’ set-‘. Efficiencies were calculated from the thresholds using the assumption that this subject can discriminate targets at threshold from blanks with a d’ = 2.5. The
extrinsic sigual/noise ratio at threshold rises, and the estimated efficiency declines, when the target is more than
1” or so in diameter.
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Fig. 10. Variation of threshold extrinsic signal/noise ratio
and of efficiency for circular targets 0.69” in diameter and
of variable duration. Dot density was 7026”-* sect. Estimates of efficiency are derived from the threshold measure
as in Fig. 9. There is a definite minimum at just under
& sec. indicating maximum efficiency at this duration.

durations. The rise. at long durations is presumably
associated with the subjective fading mentioned
earlier. As before, the right-hand ordinate shows provisional estimates of efficiency.
For various reasons, including instrumental difficulties, the measurements of efficiency in dynamic
noise are not so reliable as with static noise, but the
results presented above are typical. Some determinations gave somewhat higher efficiencies, but no conditions were found yielding efficiencies above 50%
except on rare trials accountable for by chance. As
with static displays, there was no indication that
linear targets were detected any more efficiently than
discs.
DISCUSSION

The series of experiments, of which these are the
first to be fully reported, were undertaken in the hope
that they would throw light on the mechanisms of
human pattern detection. So far not much is visible
in that direction but two important facts emerged.
First, differences of dot density can be detected with
a statistical efficiency of 50”/, under some conditions;
and second, this efficiency declines very rapidly for
exposures longer than &sec in dynamic displays. It
is particularly interesting if the efficiency never rises
above SW/&for the interpretation of frequency-of-seeing curves at absolute threshold has classically been
based on the assumption that central mechanisms are
100% efficient in sorting out the varying messages
that they receive. If they are not, allowances must
be made for it, and this is discussed elsewhere (Barlow, 1977).
In the present work the only exception to the 50%
limit occurred when the subjects could count the individual dots. It must be said, however, that only two
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subjects were used, and although they spent many
hours watching dots and were keenly motivated to
better each other and the 5096 limit, yet it may be
possible to find people more skilled at the task. and
perhaps tasks for which higher performance can be
achieved consistently.
The value of 50% actually confirms previous work.
Griffith and Nagaraja (1963) were concerned with improving the detection of targets in noisy radar displays, and they noted that human operators required
an external signal/noise ratio about 4.5 dB higher
than an ideal detector when observing fairly large
targets, though they were much worse than this for
small targets. This is less than 50% statistical elliciency, but the current figures for dynamic displays
tend to be below SO%, and the target size and
duration used by Griffith and Nagaraja may not have
been optimal. They suggest that reduction of efficiency may be because the human operator has Gaussian weighting functions not well matched to the distribution of densities in their sharp-sided targets.
Brazeal and Booth (1966) looked at the ability of
human operators to detect a column of dots in an
otherwise random display. They give a requirement
of 223 dB higher external signal/noise ratio for a
human operator compared with ideal performance,
and they attribute this decrement to “operator noise”.
This suggests an efficiency somewhat above 50”,, for
their particular task.
Green et al. (1959) studied the detectability of a
grating pattern in a random dot display. Their evidence showed that the random fluctuations of the
dots do limit performance, and they emphasize that
detection tasks can be performed for a wide variety
of signals, but there is no indication of 50% being
exceeded at any of them.
Chambers and Courtney-Pratt
(1969) did a
thorough study of the ability to detect variations in
dot density in computer-generated plots of random
dots. The external signal/noise ratios [i.e. d’(l)]
required by the subject for detection at the 50”/, level
were about 1.5 times greater than the internal signal/
noise ratio deduced from the value of d’(E), taking
into account the number of possible positions of the
target and the frequency with which it was detected.
Since the measure used here is based on the square
of the ratio of internal and external signal/noise
ratios, this again implies a statistical efficiency of
about 50%. Chambers and Courtney-Pratt also anticipate the results shown here in Figs. 6 and 7, for
they found an external signal/noise ratio more than
1.5 times d’(E) was required for elongated rectangles.
One other early result is worth mentioning, though
it involves a very different type of judgement from
any tested here. Finney (1951) asked 21 subjects to
draw two parallel regression lines through two sets
of plotted points. The points represented the results
of two dosage/response assays, and from the two lines
he obtained directly 21 “naked eye” estimates of a
quantity which was the ratio of the potencies of the
two substances tested. For these estimates the 21 subjects gave a mean ratio of 22.7 with standard deviation 1.93. A probit analysis of the data yielded an
estimated ratio of 21.83 with estimated 576 fiducial
limits 17.74 and 28.27. From these limits one can
deduce that the calculated sampling error of the esti-
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mated ratio was, with accuracy sufficient for present
purposes, 2.69. If the 21 subjects had been given 21
different sets of data points generated by the same
stochastic process the standard deviation of the estimates of potency ratio would therefore be expected
to be
,,‘[(2.69j2 + (1.93)2] = 3.31.
Since the sampling error of probit estimates is proportional to (number of observations)-*,
an ideal
assay based on 66% of the number actually used
would have produced estimates with sampling error
increased from 2.69 to 3.31, which is the figure
obtained by “naked eye” estimates from the larger
number, From this one can, somewhat insecurely,
judge that the mechanisms that perform a “naked
eye” fit to a set of points make use of about 50%
of the statistical information available.
A model for dot density discriminations

One advantage of specifying the performance in
terms of efficiency is that it becomes very easy to
interpret losses of performance in terms of features
of a model system. Suppose, for example, that the
nervous system does not have elements capable of
integrating over an area exactly matched to the area
of the target; what will be the loss of efficiency? If
the integration area is too small, it will collect a
sample reduced in proportion to the ratio of the two
areas. Figure 11 shows efficiency as ordinate plotted
against the mismatch ratio as abscissa. The proportionality of F and mismatch up to a mismatch ratio
of 1 (i.e. perfect matching) is shown by the solid tine
rising with slope 1 on this plot with logarithmic
scales. When the receptive field is too large, efficiency
again declines with slope - 1, as shown by the dotted
line, because the element is then picking up more
noise from the background than is necessary.
Another possible cause of efficiency loss would be
a displacement of the receptive element relative to
the target; it is certainly unlikely that the system has
a correctly positioned element in every possible target
position. When target and counting areas are
matched, the loss of efficiency depends simply on the
proportion of the target that falls within the pick-up
area of the detecting element. The loss can be read
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Fig. 11. Diagram showing how efficiency may be expected
to change when the summating or dot counting element
is mismatched or displaced from the target. Mismatch = targer area/~unting area. Overlap = target area
counted/total
counting area, assuming there is no
mismatch.
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from Fig. 11 by interpreting the abscissa as this overlap proportion. Note that large detecting elements
have two advantages over small ones; first, fewer of
them are needed to cover the visual field, and second,
they are less affected by displacement of the target
relative to the detecting element.
Thus one might suggest an economical model to
explain the results of this paper. There are summating, or “dot number estimating”, elements roughly circularly symmetri~l and of variable size. They are sufficient in number to cover the central area of vision
with an average mismatch and overlap of OS for
targets 1’4” in diameter. They integrate temporarily
for about &sec. This model is clearly incomplete in
some important ways, for no account is taken of possible gradation of weights to be attached to different
parts of the pick-up area, and in particular no mention has been made of negative weights. Furthermore,
no account has been taken of the possibility of combining messages from different elements; if this were
done, small elements would seem advantageous, for
large ones could perhaps be made very readily by
adding the outputs of small elements. It is not suggested that this model can account for anything more
than the type of task considered here, namely detecting changes in dot density, and it is in no sense a
rival to models, such as Uttal’s (1977) that are aimed
at more complex tasks.
The receptive fields of the simple cells of the primary visual cortex discovered by Hubel and Wiesel
in cat (1962) and monkey (1968) have sometimes been
regarded as simple weighting functions. If this were
correct, they would optimally detect targets which
were elongated and in which the change in mean dot
density paralleled the weighting function. The failure
to find any improved efficiency for elongated test
objects can be explained in a number of ways, one
of which is to suppose that we are on the wrong
track in thinking of the cortical neurones as responding in proportion to the linear sum of weighted contributions from the parts of their respective fields.
Sooner or later the nervous system must perform
more interesting, logical, operations, and these cannot
be modelled by simple linear summation.
This paper has been confined to measurements of
efficiencies for detecting changes in dot density. This
is the simplest statistic of a random dot pattern and
hence was chosen as a startitig point. It is hoped that
the method can be applied to the more interesting
operations that sensory neurones perform.
~c~5w~e~gerne~f~-I am much indebted to Dr Aart van
Meeteren and Dr Donald Laming for clarifying discussions
on these topics, and to Barney Reeves for acting as subject
and helping with programming. The early experiments
were performed under Grant EY 00276 from the
U.S.P.H.S., the later ones with the aid cf grants from the
Medical Research Council and the Roval Societv. The
dynamic dot display was constructed’ by Mr Larry
Crowder, mainly to his own design.
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